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1. Investigation
1.1

History of the flight
The aircraft was one of a number of aircraft of this type used for the carriage
of company employees and goods for Messerschmitt-Bolkow-Blohm GMBH.
A twice-weekly charter service was operated from the Federal Republic of
Germany to Warton aerodrome in the United Kingdom or, alternatively, to
Blackpool civil airport.
D-CASY left Munich on the morning of 29 June 1972 and landed at 0904 hrs
at Blackpool, as Customs facilities were not available at that time at Wart on.
During the day the aircraft remained on the ground at Blackpool and for most
of the time the captain and co-pilot were with it. At 1520 hrs six of the eight
passengers to be carried on the return trip to Germany arrived at Blackpool
airport and, as it was raining, sat in the aircraft, the Auxiliary Power Unit
(APU) of which was running. Two more passengers were expected. A flight
plan was prepared for Munich via Rotterdam and filed at 1530 hrs.
The two passengers did not turn up at the appointed time and the APU was
shut down while the passengers and crew waited in the aircraft. About 1630
hrs word was received that the two extra passengers were not coming. This
meant that extra fuel could be accommodated and a new flight plan direct
to Munich could be prepared. It was filed by the first officer, while the
captain carried out the pre-flight check. The captain then started the APU
and sat in the left hand seat with the first officer in the right hand seat and,
according to the passenger who survived the accident, indicated that the
first officer should operate the aircraft in command under supervision.
The aircraft taxied out and lined up and the surviving passenger saw the right
hand wing slat extended when the first officer applied power with the brakes
'on' at the start of the take-off. The port side wing slat and the flaps were
outside this passenger's field of view.
During the take-off run the aircraft reached its normal rotation speed in the
usual distance. However, although the aircraft was travelling fast enough,
rotation did not take place and it did not become airborne. The surviving
passenger saw the first officer's hand holding the throttles fully open and
wondered why the aircraft did not take-off. Then he saw a gesture from the
captain indicating that the take-off should be abandoned. The first officer
immediately closed the throttles. Observers on the aerodrome heard the
engine noise die down approximately 300 metres from the end of the
runway. Subsequently brake marks were found commencing in the same
area. Braking was not effective, however, and the aircraft left the end of
the runway at high speed, in a level attitude with its nosewheel and main
wheels in contact with the ground. Shortly before the first impact the
surviving passenger noticed the captain's hand on the controls and saw
aileron movement.
The first collision occurred when the starboard wing tip struck and severed
a post supporting one of the airfield runway approach lights. The aircraft
continued, colliding with and badly distorting the double track railway lines
at the edge of the airfield. The nose wheel of the landing gear was broken off
by this impact and some structural damage was done to the underside of
the fuselage. Almost immediately beyond the railway lines the aircraft broke
through a wall and collided with a row of single storey masonry chalets in
the adjacent holiday camp, demolishing six of them and setting them on fire.
The wings were broken off during this impact, spilling fuel over the area, but
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the main part Of the aircraft continued its progress, sustaining further
structural damage as it did so. The forward part of the fuselage, including
the flight deck, was twisted to starboard and progressively destroyed.
The final impact brought the aircraft to rest against a second ro'v of chalets
which were also badly damaged. The wreckage caught fire and was
destroyed. The crew of two and five of the six passenge;:s on board were
killed. The sixth passenger, although thrown clear, was seriously injured.
1.2

Injuries to persons
Injuries

Fatal
Non-fatal
None
1.3

Crew

Passengers

2

5
1

Others

Damage to aircraft
The aircraft was destroyed.

1.4

Other damage
Airport approach lighting installations and British Railway's fences and
permanent way were damaged by impact. Several holiday camp buildings and
their contents were destroyed.

1.5

Crew information
Captain D van Laak, aged 34, held a current German Commercial Pilot's
Licence endorsed for command of HFB 320 type of aircraft. His most recent
certificate of test was dated 18 May 1972 and his last medical examination
was on 16 May 1972. At the time of the accident his total flying experience
was 4,936 hours of which 910 were in command of HFB 320 aircraft. He had
flown 71 hours within the preceding 28 days and had 11 hours off duty
before reporting on the day of the accident. Pilots who had flown with
Captain van Laak said that he made frequent use of the gust locks in the
HFB 320 even when the aircraft was only on the ground for a short period.
First Officer P Bing, aged 33, held a current German Airline Transport
Pilot's Licence endorsed for second pilot on HFB 320 type of aircraft. His
most recent certificate of test was dated 7 May 1972 and his last medical
examination was on 9 May 1972. At the time of the accident his total flying
experience was 1,615 hours which included 869 hours as co-pilot, all on
HFB 320 aircraft. He had flown 73 hours within the preceding 28 days and
had 11 hours off duty before reporting on the day of the accident.

1.6

Aircraft information

1.6.1

History and maintenance

The aircraft was constructed in 1967 and first registered in February 1969.
The airframe had completed a total flying time of 2,274 hours and the port
and starboard engines a total running time since overhaul of 126 and 760
hours. The certificates of airworthiness and maintenance were valid at the
time of the accident and all maintenance had been carried out in accordance
with approved schedules.
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